NYK: FAX RELAY TO UNOHUR, TKS 10007146

UNAMIR FORC HQ
OUTGOING FACSIMILE

KYF/93-3  KMF/93-9
04 JULY 1994

TO: ANNAN, UNATIONS, NEW YORK
FROM: R.A. DALLAIRE,
      MAJ GEN
      FORC COMMANDER
      UNAMIR, KIGALI, RWANDA

INFO: SITUATION CENTER,
      NEW YORK

FAX: 001 (212) 963 9053
FAX: (250) 84265

FAX: 001 (212) 963 9053 - FAX: (250) 84265

INTERNAL DISTRIBUTION:

UNOHUR : FAX (256) 486-23816
UNAMIR (NAIROBI) : FAX 254-2-622668
UNREO (NAIROBI) : FAX 254-2-622084
ALCE-DET (NAIROBI) : FAX 254-2-216485
MILOB OP HQ
GHANBATT
TUN COY

SUBJECT: DAILY SITREP 031800B JULY TO 040600B JULY 94.

NUMBER OF PAGES, INCLUDING THE COVER: THREE

DIRECT

M12-1244  M156-1108

1. PLEASE FIND ATTACHED THE DAILY SITREP MENTIONED ABOVE.

2. REGARDS.
D. **TELEPL.** CONTINUED TO PROVIDE SECURITY AND HUMANITARIAN ASSISTANCE TO DISPLACED PERSONS IN HOTEL MERIDIAN AND KING FAISAL HOSPITAL.

E. **MILOP.** PLANNING AND PREPARATION FOR DEPLOYMENT UNDER THE NEW MANDATE CONTINUED. A TEAM LEFT THIS MORNING FOR KAGITUMBA WITH THE BRITISH EMISSARY AND PERSONNEL PROCEEDING TO NAIROBI VIA ENTEBBE.

5. **UNCOFROL.** ALL ARE IN NAIROBI.

6. **FRENCH COALITION MILITARY ACTIVITIES.** THE FRENCH COALITION FORCES CONTINUED TO MAKE A STEADY PROGRESS IN HUMANITARIAN ACTIVITIES IN THE WESTERN PARTS OF THE COUNTRY. THE FRENCH PROPOSALS FOR CREATING A HUMANITARIAN SAFE AREA IS BEING STUDIED AT UNAMIR HQ. FRENCH TROOPS ARE VIGILANT IN THE AREAS AROUND GIKORO TO PROTECT CIVILIANS AND CHILDREN WHO ARE AT RISK.

7. **HUMANITARIAN ACTIVITIES.** THE TRANSFER OF DISPLACED PEOPLE REMAINS SUSPENDED DUE TO INSECURITY.

8. **CIVIL AFFAIRS.** **NTR.**

9. **LOGISTICS.** NO CHANGE FROM PREVIOUS SITREP.

10. **MISC.** **NTR.**